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Abstract  

Modern supply chain management has been widely used in manufacture and retail 

business. Many companies have realized SCM plays a pivotal role to success and gives 

company competitive advantage. Chinese firms have learned knowledge of SCM from 

foreign firms. But the achievements are not outstanding; one of the barriers is traditional 

Chinese distribution network. Therefore Chinese companies face challenges when they 

apply supply chain management in China. Meanwhile, innovation and SCM 

implementing would take opportunities to Chinese firms. This thesis focuses on one 

participant in supply chain, which is called exclusive distributor. The main purpose of 

this thesis is to find out how traditional Chinese distributors meet challenges by new 

competitors and new situations. Case study is the main research approach. The objective 

of research is one Chinese local exclusive distribution company, named Jia Heng. The 

data collect from article review and e-mail interview, which provide theoretical and 

empirical finding.  

Information and knowledge of SCM is not completely known well by small local Chinese 

companies. And the traditional logistics system and mind influence its performances. 

Inventory level control is one of the problems that exist in those companies. Cost 

deceasing and value adding can be achieved via effective SCM. Differences between 

different roles in the supply chain has been detected and significant factors and shown in 

a radar map. Established physical distribution agents trend to remove, because it is a 

beneficial way to decrease costs for the buyers and sellers. Disintermediation is a threat 

for Chinese exclusive distributor. In order to survive in the competition, Chinese 

exclusive distributor should launch a revolution for its business. SCM is an optimal 

strategy for them. EOQ is an effective model to the solve inventory level control problem. 

The suggestion of company is “know SCM, do SCM and popularize SCM” process step 

by step, and it can help company to gain competitive advantages. The radar map can 

remain each role to review its company, and improve its performance by the different 

factors.  

Keywords: Exclusive distributor, Supply chain management SCM, Logistics, EOQ, 

Supply chain. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter presents background, purpose and limitations of this thesis. The overview of 

this study is described, which aims to show the basic idea of this thesis and research 

questions. 

1.1 Background 

Supply chain management (SCM) has been evolving as a concept since past 25 years 

(Soni and Kodali, 2011). The increasing public and private firms realize SCM as a pivotal 

role for achieving their business success (Cousins et al., 2006). Meanwhile the managers 

have gradually accepted that their firm is just a section in the whole chain, aims to 

customers satisfy (Soni and Kodali, 2011). Effective Supply Chain Management can 

provide company competitive advantages (Christopher, 2005). There are many successful 

cases to illustrate since SCM has been implemented by manufacture companies, i.e. 

DELL, Toyota and IBM. In fact, not only manufacture companies have already become 

successful because of SCM, many retail companies also have gone to the top by using 

SCM, i.e. Wal-Mart, H&M. These companies tried to use the same operating mode to 

access to Chinese market, but they met problems consequently. Carrefour is a famous 

French international hypermarket chain, which is one of the largest hypermarket chains in 

the world. When Carrefour accessed to Chinese market, it did not forecast that China has 

underdeveloped logistics infrastructure. On the other hand, local suppliers have become 

an obstacle for its success, because of their shortage skills in logistics. So Carrefour was 

hard to transport its products smoothly from inventory to delivery (Cambra-Fierro, and 

Ruiz-Benıtez, 2011). Actually, the firms must recognize that SCM not just can improve 

their own performance, but also can improve their joint performance, but they need to 

coordinate with their supply chain partners (Cook et al., 2011). According to above view, 

Chinese companies have obtained a good opportunity to improve their performance 

through strategy cooperation or technology introduction. But the reality is not as simple 

as our hope; Chinese firms face a big challenge from foreign competitors. World-class 

logistics companies have won market share, old Chinese distributor, wholesaler or retailer 

will be replaced (Jiang, 2002). 

No matter which role they play in the whole supply chain, they apply same theory in 

SCM practices. Manufacturers are always regarded as a centre of the supply chain 

network. Distributor is one of the roles in the supply chain network. But comparing with 

manufacturer or retailer; distributor is not as the core stone in the supply chain network. 
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There is no certain SCM theory or approach especially for guiding distributor work. The 

main issue is whether SCM is suitable for using in distribution business, can it help them 

to reduce cost, to improve service, or help them to gain competitive advantages? This 

thesis is studying an exclusive distribution company as centre of the supply chain 

network, and implicating SCM in its work. Actually the “exclusive distributor” mostly 

appears in the marketing books or antitrust law, seldom connects with the supply chain 

management, that’s the motivation of this study.     

In order to investigate distributor in the supply chain network, one exclusive distribution 

company in China has become the research objective, it is named Jia Heng. Jia Heng is a 

local trade company, as an exclusive distributor in Guiyang city. It was founded in 2001; 

its core business is wholesale and retail exclusive products to different classified 

customers. This company sells alcohol, makeup and commodity. All of those products are 

supplied from manufacturers, and those manufactures supply unique product to Jia Heng 

within Guiyang city. It has own warehouse and offers distribution service. Its annual 

turnover in 2010 was fifty million RMB. In China, there are different types of distributors, 

and they are working for delivering products or services to end-customer. There is a 

complex distribution networks existing in Chinese marketplace. Both the market and the 

supply chains have been influenced on distributors’ activities. Therefore how the 

distributor applies SCM in its business; and whether SCM can help the distributor obtain 

success and contribute for whole supply chain network? This thesis intends to do the 

research and hope it can contribute in this area. And those questions will be investigated 

in the future.  

1.2 Purpose 

After the literature review, the results showed the relationship between supplier and 

distributor has been discussed many times. The scholars have realized that distributor is 

an important role in the supply chain. The distributor functioned as the manufactures’ arm 

for products sale (Mudambi and Aggarwal, 2003). But some voices said the distributor 

role has shifted, and the core business has shrunk (Mudambi and Aggarwal, 2001). David 

(1998) presents the explanation of above perspective and he say “as the use of JIT and 

quick response techniques have grown in 1990s, manufactures and retailers have been 

expanding their logistics functions to include many of the tasks performed in the past by 

distributors”. Since SCM theory has been implementing, the distributor was living at an 

embarrassing position. In China, the special distributor--exclusive distributor still 

survives in the market and its business operation is active. This argument is interesting, 
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and it should be studied for researchers. The purpose of this thesis is how SCM effect on 

Chinese exclusive distributor. The research questions are in the below: 

 How the traditional Chinese distributor meets new competitors, and challenges in the 

new situation?   

 How does Chinese exclusive distributor apply the inventory level control of SCM 

effectively?   

 How does SCM provide competitive advantages to Chinese exclusive distributor? 

 What are the significant factors to exclusive distributor, comparing to other roles in 

the supply chain?   

1.3 Limitations 

The key word of this thesis is SCM, and it will pay more attention in one role in the 

supply chain, it’s called exclusive distributor. And the thesis is limited in China, so that 

Chinese exclusive distributor is the research object in this thesis.  

This thesis will answer those research questions through one case company analysis and 

this case in Guiyang city, China. For this case company, the research target is its logistics 

part, and it focuses on its inventory work and relationships with suppliers and customers.  
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2 Methodology  

This chapter presents the methods be used in this thesis. The main research approach is 

case study, and the data collect from literature review and interview. It will explain why 

use them and how to use them in this study.  

2.1 Case study  

The research approach of this thesis is case study. Case study is a typical approach for 

qualitative research. The qualitative research is particularly in the sociology field, which 

focuses on complexities people and the society. The researcher wants to contribute for 

development of a social construct, through data collection or dynamic investigation 

process (Walliman, 2005). It usually gathers data from in-deep interviewing and gets 

subjective perspective, or associates with participant observation (Bryman, 1998).          

Blaxter et al. (2006) state that case study focuses on just one example or element, or 

perhaps two or three objectives to do research. It typically observes the characteristics of 

an individual unit (Cohen et al., 2000), and widely uses in business studies and health 

care area (Blaxter, et al, 2006). With this approach, the data collect from people’s 

experience and practice. So it shows complex social life in reality, and this research can 

provide useful data for future studies. But, if this case is too complex to analyze, it will 

become a common problem of case studies (Blaxter et al., 2006).  

Case study has been chosen as the research approach for this thesis, and data collection 

and to do deeply studying would be taken. In stage of planning, the single case company 

studying has been considered, because it could support the empirical study by empirical 

data collection. Via search around, a Chinese local company named Jia Heng has been 

found. Fortunately, the proprietor of Jia Heng, Mr. Cai agreed accepting interview. 

Finally, the case study was settled down, and Jia Heng as the case company and deep-

interview would provide the empirical finding. And to theoretical study part, literature 

reviews has been lacked, and it is as the theoretical support for this thesis. The qualitative 

research is the main research strategy, no large date of statistics and calculating. 

Even Jia Heng can’t represent generalization; it is a part of society and suitable for as 

case company for this thesis. This thesis just focuses on analyzing supply chain 

performance, instead makes holistic analysis for Jia Heng. And data collecting is directly 
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getting from Jia Heng interview, which is the primary data that can ensure validity and 

reliability.  

2.2  Data collection  

There are two pathways for data collection in this study, literature review and interview. 

Literature review will be as a theoretical support for this thesis. And interview results 

reflect the practical atmosphere. It can help me to learn difference between the theory and 

the practical world.      

2.2.1 Literature review  

Because case study should relate to the theoretical frameworks, which in turn may be 

adjusted as case study results provide new evidence (Cohen et al., 2000, and Mikkelsen, 

2005). Thereby, literature review has to carry out. The resources can collect from books, 

scientific articles on public journal, documents, and internet resources.       

My literatures resources were collected from different ways: from school library, internet 

database and internet. Internet is a common tool for research in current. And it is the 

biggest storage of data, information and news. Thousands of sources update in every days 

(Walliman, 2005), and the strong search engine can help person to find information whin 

easy and fast way. There are many databases published in the internet, such as Emerald, 

ScienceDirect. The key words searching can easily find the relative articles or other 

information. In this thesis, “supply chain management”, “logistics”, “distribution and 

distributor”, “exclusive distributor” and “China” are the key words have been searched in 

the search engine, the relative articles or journals were listed. The internet also is able to 

get sources from public organizations. The organization publishes the data in its 

homepage, such as Supply-Chain Council, and Oxford Reference online. Addition, 

university online library have been used for e-book reading.  

The reasons of literatures study are: first, literatures study is a guideline for research 

process; it can carry out good approach to ensure the scientific method what this thesis 

used. Second, it records history and current statement of theories; the further knowledge 

with the relevant research area is able to be obtained. Third, theories or results within 

published articles or books always have verified which can provide the reliability of 

thesis. At last, literatures study can take author’s brainstorm, and the thesis is worked 

well. 
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2.2.2  Interview  

The interview approach means involved questioning or discussing issues with people 

(Blaxter, et al., 2006). It is a common and efficient method with primary data collection, 

because it is a flexible and wide range approach for application, and particularly useful 

qualitative research (Walliman, 2005). Interview may take place face-to-face, as well as 

at a distance, e.g. over the telephone or by e-mail (Blaxter et al., 2006). The problem of 

interview maybe in gaining the require responses from the complete sample, and difficult 

judge response’s quality of the subjects. 

In this study, the main interviewee is Mr. Cai, who is proprietor of Jia Heng. He knows 

company’s history and business operation. In order to guarantee asking right question, the 

theoretical knowledge has been worked with reference, and aimed at creating the 

interview guides. Next interview has been decided through e-mail, so that interview 

questions and answers exchange by e-mail. Because this company in China, face to face 

interview is difficult, e-mail interview is the best way for collecting data. The questions 

are divided in two parts: one is the basis information and facts of company, the answers 

are objectivity not influenced personally, such as how many, when, how much, how long, 

how often etc. Furthermore, the subjective questions are also in the list, which need their 

judgment and considering, those are just having only one correct answer. The purpose of 

that interview is to restore actual market environment and situation of company, as well 

as study the current position and troubles in the whole supply chain processes. In the 

whole research process, there are two times interviewed with Mr. Cai by e-mail. E-mail 

interview is a fast and workable way, it easy to contact the interviewee who can have 

enough time to considered answer questions, comparing to the face to face interview. On 

the other hand, e-mail interview is not restricted by time and place. For this thesis, the 

interview results make big contribution.  

2.3  Data analysis  

To find answer of research question is the significant purpose for data collection. 

Therefore, the data analysis must directly answer the research questions. According to the 

research questions in this study, the theoretical data and practical data must be considered 

together. The first research question investigates to social atmosphere. The discussions 

analyze the collected data for describe what the facts are and explain how these happened. 

The second research is answered through a theory model, this problem comes from the 

interview data and solves by theory guiding. The third research question is a 

comprehensive analysis, it should combine with the practical finding and theoretical 
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knowledge, use the general theoretical knowledge to analyze this case, and answer how to 

adopt them in the practical application. 

The fourth research question aims to develop the current theory of the supply chain 

management field. The analysis will be based on the theory and associated with the 

practical finding. Regarding of this question, the difference among each role in the supply 

chain has to be summarized. First, this thesis attempts to analyze the roles in the supply 

chain, which are discussed in the theory and case study. Second, the significant factors of 

exclusive distributor will reference the case study finding, and the factors will seek from 

interview results. On the other side, the high - frequency terms will be found out, which 

are mentioned by previous researches, which collect from literature review. Third, the 

analysis will combine present knowledge and case study finding, it also involves the 

author’s empirical perceive. Hence both theoretical data and interview data will 

contribute to data analysis process.   

2.4 Reliability and Validity  

In order to obtain high level credibility, this thesis should conform to the principle of 

reliability and validity. 

Reliability is to what extent the results can similar, if other researchers would conduct the 

research on different methods (Easterby-Smith et al, 1991). Ellram (1996) states case 

study context has two keys to reliability: use of a case study protocol and the 

development of a case study database. When in the research designing stage, case study 

has been planned to do; the interview questions is based on the theoretical review, and 

these questions haves been sorted out to the document and then sent to case company. 

Addition, those interview questions are including objective and subjective question, thus 

the answers were less influenced personally. In order to develop the database of case 

study, the interview has been taken twice.   

Validity refers to what extent one’s result corresponds with rules and logic, reality 

happened; if the result cannot observe or measure a phenomenon this is not validly 

(Merriam, 1998, Hussey and Hussey, 1997 and Walliman, 2005). Hussey and Hussey, 

(1997) state one way to ensure validity, which is to ensure that the tools used actually 

measure what they are supposed to measure. In this thesis, the case study company is real 

existence, and the literature reviews can be a strong theoretical support of this study, so 

that the data collection process is validity.            

javascript:doAuthorSearch('%26%2334%3BMark%20Easterby-Smith%26%2334%3B');
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2.5 Critique 

Because the time and space is limited, the methods might be not perfect. So the self 

critique will be made to future work improvement. The available sources can be found 

though the best suitable methods somehow, such as: 

 Quantitative research implicated, the number is the best evidence for factor. More 

reliable. 

 Single case study instead many case studies; single case study cannot represent 

generalization, so if gathering data from many cases are better.  

2.6 The sequence of method in this thesis  

In order to give readers a clear and overall view of the method the thesis used, the 

sequence of method in this thesis is presented. The three significant aspects are the main 

domains in thesis carrying out: there are theory, case study and analysis. Next the 

explanation of the relationship between domains and methods show on figure 1. 
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 Figure 1: The sequence of method. 

 

Theory Case study Discuss   

 

The theory study in this 

thesis is via document 

study research 

technique, which 

means literature review 

and book study; there 

data are searched from 

internet or library. 

Theory study is 

foundation of this 

thesis; also it is 

theoretical support of 

the result. 

Case study is the 

empirical study for this 

thesis, I am studying 

the case company and 

have interview with 

them, aim at study 

SCM work in the small 

retail company, find 

problem and solve 

problem as possible. 

And all of this part 

study based on the 

theory.      

Analyze data and 

get answer of my 

research question 

that is the vital part 

of this thesis, I will 

through analyze 

data and 

information to 

discuss combine 

theoretical data 

interview results,   

and then get 

conclusion.           

CHAPTER         2 
METHODOLOGY 

 

(Study how to 

do research) 

CHAPTER     3 
FRAMEWORK 

 

(Literature 

Review) 

CHAPTER 4 

FINDING 

(The interview 

results for case 

study) 

 

(Interview) 

Answer: Analyze the 

challenge and opportunity 

for implementing SCM by 

exclusive distributor in 

China. (Literature review 

and case study) 

Answer: Inventory level 

management of SCM effect 

on the supply chain, and how 

effective used in Chinese 

exclusive distributor 

business. (Literature review 

and case study) 

 

Answer: How SCM gives 

Chinese exclusive distributor 

competitive advantages in.  

(Literature review and 

analysis) 

Answer: The significant 

factors to exclusive 

distributor, and difference 

comparing to other roles in 

the supply chain. 

(Analyze combine literature 

review and case study)  
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3 Literature Review    

This chapter is the theoretical support of the thesis. First, the definition of SCM is 

explained. Second, the literatures review finding is in this part. The data is from public 

scientific articles or books. These are including the relevant theories and facts that 

provide the theoretical foundation; and help to find answers of the research questions.  

The terminology “supply chain management” has experienced increased attention in 

recent years (Zachariassen and van Liempd, 2010). Since supply chain as an academic 

term appeared at 1980’s (Mills, et al., 2004), up to this day, a lot of researches give 

different definitions of SCM, one of definition present in the below: 

 “The integration of business processes from end user through original suppliers that 

provides products, services, and information that add value for customers”. (Lambert et 

al., (1998), p. 504).  

3.1 SCM history in China   

In Chinese history, the Silk Road was regarded as a sign of advanced civilization. There 

is no doubt that attribute success to great SCM, which is a bright Chinese history. Since 

China became a member of WTO, the marketplace and environment have become opener 

and freer. Therefore the traditional supply chain system was no longer applicable in the 

modern environment, instead, the new SCM need chance to implement. Unfortunately 

extant supply chain system is difficult to reform, and the modern SCM is not attracted 

eyeballs of academic and enterprise circles lately (Yan, 2005). Not only the Chinese 

company faces the supply chain-related problems, the foreign company also faces such 

difficulties after they accessed to Chinese market (Jiang, 2002).   

Since planed economic system has changed to market economic system over 20 years, 

most companies have still influenced by traditional ideas, especially in their operational 

and managerial activities (Yan, 2005). The Chinese traditional distribution networks still 

work as before. It is called three-tier system, which is a rigid vertical line: tier-1 

distributors are located in Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Guangzhou; tier-2 wholesalers 

are used in the provincial capitals cities and medium-size cities; and tier-3 wholesalers 

operate in small cities and towns (Chen, 2001). According to this theory, I make a figure 

to express this system, figure 2 shows below: 
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Tier1 

Tier2 

 

Tier3 

Figure 2: Three-tier System. 

Under this system, the customer must through at least three-hand delivery to get the 

product. State-owned distributors ship products for each manufacturer, deliver products 

from province and cities, then to the local retailers and to the end-customer. In this 

situation without market forces at work, extended distribution system increases the prices 

in each tier and adds additional operating margins ranging from 5-17 percent (Jiang and 

Prater, 2002). On the other hand, local companies extend their businesses across 

provincial borders. Regional protectionism forces local companies costly in their 

delivering, handling and warehousing (Jiang and Prater, 2002). Because of above reasons, 

the supply chain-related cost can be 30 percent to 40 percent of wholesale prices in China, 

compared with 5-20 percent in USA (Tanzer, 2001).  

3.2 Current SCM implementing in China   

Both for the foreign company and the local Chinese company are discussed.   

3.2.1 SCM troubles for foreign company   

After China joined WTO, many foreign companies came to China. Huge potential market 

and cheap labour cost attracted foreign investment. Culture and environment differences 

forced them to face many supply chain-related difficulties in China (Jiang, 2002). For 

example, the main issues of Carrefour in China were country’s underdeveloped logistics 

infrastructure and the size of operations, so that Carrefour was hard to transport products 

smoothly. The result was Carrefour used 18-wheel trucks as well as three-wheel bicycles. 

Moreover, local suppliers were lack of skill on operations, and those problems caused 

Carrefour work hard from products inventory to products delivery, as well as for 

customer services (Cambra-Fierro, and Ruiz-Benıtez, 2011). From the story of Carrefour, 

Ddistributors operated in Beijing, 

Shanghai, Tianjin, and Guangzhou.  

Wholesalers in the provincial capitals cities and 

medium-size cities 

Wholesalers operated in small cities and towns 
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it shows foreign companies more or less face supply chain-related problems. Jiang (2002) 

concludes these problems: First China’s overburdened, underdeveloped physical 

infrastructure (transportation and parking problem). Second cooperate with inexpert, 

underfunded distributors or suppliers (lack of performance of SCM). Third an enormous, 

fragmented distribution and logistics sector (many tiers in supply chain), and regional 

protectionism; fourth government bureaucratic restrictions (not in straight forward 

manner).  

3.2.2 Changes for SCM in China  

The problems should be solved eventually. Foreign companies have found ways to 

success in China long-term. Like Carrefour, it developed different training programs, in 

order to educate their suppliers how to do business efficiently and provided them with the 

required support (Cambra-Fierro, and Ruiz-Benıtez, 2011). Other companies also need to 

establish, to maintain and to strengthen their supply chains in China. Jiang (2002) 

introduces four methods adopted by foreign company for strategic adjustment in China: 

1.Some upstream companies convinced or forced their original component suppliers to 

access China with them, thus group band and improved together. 2. Some companies 

outsourced their logistics to non-Chinese third-party logistics (3PL) providers in China, 

not infrequently has the world-class logistics provider companies, like USP (United 

Parcel Service) and Maersk Logistics they have entered to China long time. 3. Some 

typical companies have chosen local logistics providers to help them to access Chinese 

market. 4. Some companies like Intel, Nokia, and NEC, have built front-or back–end chip 

plants and distribution centers in China, established their wholly-owned supply chain. 

However, it owns to the foreign companies’ positive excitation, the undertaking of 

logistics and supply chain have been developing fast in China, from government to local 

companies, all of them tried to carry forward efficiency supply chain.       

As mentioned above, both the foreign and local companies have been innovating in 

China’s logistics undertaking. But first they should reform the traditional system. Jiang 

and Prater (2002) present, today, China’s distribution systems set up in somewhere 

between a rigid planned structure and a free market system. The rigid planned structure, 

such as the three traditional tiers, competes against with each other. Thus boundaries 

located in each level, and in different parts of the system, have broken down. On other 

hand, small and specialized local distributors are able to achieve national coverage.  
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3.2.3 Challenge of distributors 

Since the mid 1990s, disintermediation has been most often used, and established 

physical distribution agents were removed in favor of decreased costs to the buyers and 

sellers (Mills and Camek, 2004). Moreover, manufactures intend to bypass intermediaries 

and sell products directly to the retailers. They can sell product through Internet market, 

or ask for 3PL service, or set up their own distribution networks instead (Jiang and Prater, 

2002, Mudambi and Aggarwal, 2001). The industry distributor faces many challenges and 

risk in a new environment in China. If local distributors not to be eliminated and replaced 

under this new environment, they must add value for their suppliers (the manufacturers), 

and for their customers too (Mudambi and Aggarwal, 2001). 

Mills and Camek’s (2004) research results are as reference, which is a case study about 

distributors of Motokov UK Ltd. Motokov UK was the sole importer of Skoda cars to the 

UK. They focus on how a single distributor affect, and they draw three figures to explain 

how different type distributors effect on product life cycles. The figure 3, 4, 5 shows 

below:     

 

Figure 3: Effect of a change in distributor on sales volume over time. 

(Source: John F. Mills and Vojta Camek (2004), The risks, threats and opportunities of 

disintermediation: A distributor’s view, figure 1) 

In the first figure (figure 3), it shows a single distributor pioneers the market while other 

distributors wait for market reflection, where from new product in introductory stage. In 

stage one, manufacturers choose a financially strong or competent distributor to capture a 

satisfactory market share. Thus, competent initial distributor could maintain its exclusive 

distribution agreement indefinitely. It seems like an exclusive distribution for 

manufactures and distribution new products to market. In point of breakdown, the 

manufacturer’s ambitions are not satisfied by the perceived current and future 

performance of their distributor. In the stage two, the manufacturer searches better sale 

agent instead of old one, the new sale agent may be another more capability distributor or 
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multiple distributors. Actually, it is not necessary for the first exclusive distributor to fail 

in the marketplace for stage one to occur. The point may simply reaches its capacity and 

in order for the product to reach its growth potential, the manufacturer believes further 

channels need to be added 

 

Figure 4: Possible effects on a distributor arising from disintermediation action. 

(Source: John F. Mills and Vojta Camek (2004), The risks, threats and opportunities of 

disintermediation: A distributor’s view, figure 2) 

In the second figure (figure 4), the product curve shows a situation where the original 

distributor’s exclusivity is taken away. The decline in volume reduces rapidly, because it 

impacts of loss the initial exclusive distribution.  

The last figure (figure 5) shows the optimal result, it is described an original distributor 

that has lost its exclusive rights but retained distributor rights. In this way, we can see the 

product curve continues a steady growth, and more contribution for the rising total 

product curve. In the theory, to gain this result also need an efficient and capable 

distributors support. In this figure states that non-exclusive distributorships are possible.  

 

Figure 5: Ideal transition from a single to multiple distributors. 

(Source: John F. Mills and Vojta Camek (2004), The risks, threats and opportunities of 

disintermediation: A distributor’s view, figure 3) 
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In the end, the Mills and Camek’s (2004) opinion, the challenge of distributors is that the 

manufacturer unlikely meets long-term plan with a single initial distributor. But the single 

distributor still has opportunity to make supernormal profits in the short–term and 

remains within the supply chain following implementation in the future.  

3.3 Inventory level control  

In the appendix A, Hugos’ five major supply chain drivers are presented; it is the 

significant drivers of supply chain management. Innovatory is the one of factors, and it 

must be considered carefully. Effective inventory control and management will optimize 

the supply chain, and balance the cost of inventory with the benefits of inventory (Meng, 

2006, and Ullah, 2010). But many small-size business owners fail to implement inventory 

management (Ullah, 2010).   

3.3.1 Inventory carrying cost  

Keeping goods in stock costs money, it is called inventory carrying cost (Jonsson, 2008). 

And he describes three cost components estimated when calculate inventory carrying cost, 

there are:   

 Capital costs: goods in stock as an investment in current assets; inventory carrying 

cost will be equivalent of the alternative required return for capital tied up in stock.       

 Storage castes: the cost for physical storage, and related activity; such as rent of 

warehouse, store personnel, and every cost within stock operation.        

 Uncertainty cost: uncertainty risk cost associated with keeping goods in stock.         

In order to eliminate incurring of excess and non-value-added cost, many companies have 

motivation to identify ways to reduce and even eliminate unnecessary levels of inventory 

(Meng, 2006).   

3.3.2 Safety stock     

Safety stock means the inventory of company is superior to normal need, because as a 

buffer against delay in receipt of supply or changes in customer demand (Jonsson, 2008). 

Such companies typically have safety stock at component level, as a reserve to cope 

forecast, but they face the potential problem of setting optimum safety stock level 

currently (Ullah, 2010). If the safety stock is inadequate, it cannot supply products to 

customer timely. On the contrary if hold too much safety; company must pay much cost 
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as inventory carrying cost. So inventory carrying cost and safety stock inventory is 

crucial for the effective management of inventory (Ullah, 2010).  

3.3.3 EOQ model  

The appropriate inventory level should be neither excess nor short of requirement. 

Company should maximize stock turnover so that investment in inventory can be 

minimized; meanwhile it should keep adequate inventory to operate the production or 

sales activities efficiently (Ullah, 2010). The distributor will consider about order 

quantities. Because order quantity is able to influence the profit, the result of profit 

maximization efforts of the transportation costs, inventory carrying costs, inventory 

holding capacity at distribution centers, size of markets, and sale price of products in each 

market, etc (Jung et al, 2007). Thereby, many researchers suggest using inventory models. 

Inventory models can help calculate optimal order quantities and reorder points; 

Economic order quantity (EOQ) model is the one of models, which is an obvious 

application for purchase-to-stock distributors and make-to-stock manufacturers (Ullah, 

2010). Through this model, company can get the optimum number of units for the 

product to order, and minimize total cost associated with the purchase, delivery and 

storage of the product. Furthermore shortage is not allowed (Meng, 2006).  

Next, the figure explains the relationship between ordering cost and inventory cost 

carrying, shows as figure 6:  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Cost required determining the Economical Order Quantity. 

(Source: Yue Meng (2006), The effect of inventory on Supply Chain, Figure 31. Cost 

required determining the Most Economical Order Quantity)  

According to the figure 6，inventory carrying cost is in contrast to ordering cost; if 

company imports large quantity of order, they can get lower price for products, and 
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ordering cost is low, but large quantity order leads to high inventory level, and high 

inventory carrying cost. EOQ works for finding the point perfect balance both costs. 

According to the Jonsson (2008) and Meng (2006), the following formula for calculating 

EOQ is derived:  

EOQ =   

Where: 

D = annual demand or usage of product (number of units) 

O = the ordering cost per order 

i = average cost of one unit of inventory 

c = annual inventory carrying cost  

This formula can help company to calculate order on easy way. EOQ suits two kinds of 

operations: one for demand is relatively steady, and another item with demand variability 

such as seasonality also can still use the model (Meng, 2006). For shorter time periods, 

company just makes sure their usage and carrying costs are based on the same period. It 

is a good approach to develop a minimum stock level for company’s inventory level 

control (Meng, 2006).    

The main purpose of an inventory level control system is to make inventory decisions that 

clearly different from minimizing the warehouse, so that minimizes the total cost of 

inventory (Ullah, 2010). It is also need to keep inventory to cover normal replenishment 

delays and avoid shortage (Meng, 2006). Thus, company must consider adopting EOQ 

model and any other inventory control system, it must determine how much items should 

be kept, when the items should be replenished.      

3.4 Competitive Advantage  

In the earlier time, Porter states “competitive advantage is at the heart of a firm’s 

performance in competitive markets” (Porter, 1980). Competitive advantage means any 

origination can offers customers something valuable, and something that competitors 

cannot offer to the same extent. Simply, competitive advantage is to same extent unique. 

And Christopher agrees his view and in his book, he claims “effective logistics and 
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supply chain management can provide a major source of competitive advantage” 

(Christopher, 2005). In the same time, increasing researchers believe SCM can be a 

source for company gaining competitive advantages.   

Christopher (2005) claims competitive advantage is found in two ways, there are cost 

advantage and a value advantage; for customers, the value advantage gives the product or 

offering a differential ‘plus’ over competitive offerings. For company, the cost advantage 

gives a lower cost profile.   

Du (2007) researches one Chinese industrial company to implement SCM and achieve 

competitive advantage. In this article, he analyzes the essential factors of Yue Yuen’s 

success. The success reasons of Yue Yuen are summarized in the below, and presents 

how does Yue Yuen maintain a competitive advantage through the supply chain 

integration, following as:    

 First, it clearly realizes the importance and urgency of SCM and supply chain 

integration. Besides, innovations in management methods are very critical. 

 Second, it formulates feasible supply chain management goals and an 

implementation strategy with staff, encouraging staff to share information and solve 

problems. Through staff active communication with interest parts, to help allocate 

benefits and share information among suppliers, partners, and customers, resulting in 

win-win situation. 

 Third, it has built long-term cooperative relations in the supply chains with its 

business partners, based on the trust, cooperation, and open exchange. Different 

demand and type of products are rules for building cooperation relations. Demand 

changes may necessitate changing cooperative relations, and choosing new partners. 

Under this system, the company will regularly analyze the present situation with 

existing partners, analyze and solve problems, and then keep continuous attention of 

its partner. It desires its partners have prefect performance.   

 Fourth, it invested in IT system and made full using of information management 

technology. IT plays an important role in SCM applications, and supports other 

applications. The most advanced IT, is result of a reduction in non value-added 

behaviour (Chopra and Meindl, 2003). 

In the end, Du (2007) says any company may achieve success, if they can make 

innovation for SCM like Yue Yuan. Because for any joint undertaking, these companies 

want to have a good control both on internal condition and external environment, and 
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wan to make a shift and quick response to the market, decision-makers to choose partners; 

besides, seeking and appraising opportunities are the essential. 

3.5 Summary of review   

SCM is a popular topic for academic, and it is a significant strategy for business. Since it 

has been implementing, a lot of firms achieve success and sustainability. SCM provides 

solutions for logistics work and guides firms to build relationship for partners. It becomes 

a powerful tool of the western company. But Chinese traditional distribution system 

(three-tier system) seems a stumbling block for the new SCM network. When China 

reformed and opened to the outside world, foreign companies brought new techniques, 

new minds, and new systems to China. Chinese companies simultaneously faced to new 

opportunities and challenges. For existing Chinese distributor, disintermediation theory 

suggests to remove the distributor from the supply chain network. But China differs with 

other countries, large land and huge population need wide and compact distribution 

networks to cover. Thus, Chinese distributor must pay attention for surviving in complex 

marketplace, and consider how to avoid replacing by foreign companies or 3PL service 

providers.   

SCM is an optimum strategy for Chinese exclusive distributors. It can use different 

aspects to decrease cost and add-value for company, customer, and partners. In order to 

decrease cost, company can rationalise inventory level and make order and delivery 

efficient.  

Competitive advantage is the one of positive result for SCM. Company should make a 

detail and suitable operational plan to implement SCM.           
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4 Finding  

In this chapter, the case study finding will be presented. The all information was gathered 

through the interviews. First the brief introduction of Jia Heng and its mappings of 

supply chain are given. Next the two times interview results are summed up in detail. This 

chapter shows what business the company is operating and what the supply chain 

problems the company meeting. 

4.1 The company’s overview 

The company’s overview is basic information of Jia Heng. The information has collected 

by interview, and interview questions and answers are presented in Appendix B and C. 

4.1.1 The company introduction   

Jia Heng Trade Limited Company was founded at 2001 in Guiyang, China. Mr. Cai is the 

proprietor of company and as interviewee of this study. He built up this company after 

China has become a member of WTO. It is an exclusive distributor in Guiyang. It has 

more than thousand products, and these products belong to the certain big brands. Its 

exclusive rights contain various products from different brands. The core businesses of 

Jia Heng are retailing and wholesaling. The company has 48 employers, which include 

ten salesmen, three delivery staffs, and five drivers, five staffs in the warehouse and 

office work and the financial staffs. There are nearly 1800 kinds of products provided by 

Jia Heng for customer, its products including alcohol, make up, and commodity. It also 

provides delivery service for customer. The company has long-term relationship of 

suppliers and customers. Meanwhile it has four warehouses at different locations in 

Guiyang city and the warehouses rent by longtime contract. The annual turnover in 2010 

was fifty million RMB. 

4.1.2 The company’s operation process  

The core businesses of Jia Heng are wholesale and retail. These two businesses have 

different operation processes, the operation process mappings are shown in the below: 

Figure 7: Wholesale operation process.  
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End-

customer 

The figure 7 shows it works from customer places an order to it receipts payment. First 

customer places an order, after confirms quantity of goods, arriving time and place to 

delivery. Second inform to its warehouse how many and when and where to deliver the 

goods. Third, the team of delivery will deliver goods to right place with right quantity on 

time.  In the end, it has to collect payment for those goods. 

 

 

Figure 8: Retail operation process.  

The figure 8 shows its work for retail business. The different between wholesale is the 

end-customer do not direct place an order, the first line staff should re-make order to 

company and then deliver process follows above.  

4.1.3 The company’s supply chain mapping  

For better explain company’s supply chain, mapping is the best way. The three mappings 

will be showed: first one is the company’s position in the whole supply chain network; 

second one is its own supply chain, shows its supply chain process. The last one is its 

competitor’s supply chain process. These three mappings show below: 

 
Figure 9: The case company in the whole supply chain network mapping.     
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The figure 9, this mapping expresses the manufacture company is as centre in the whole 

supply chain network. The case company is a distributor and the red one is it. It is in the 

downstream of whole supply chain network.  

 

Figure 10: The company’s supply chain process.  

In this mapping, Jia Heng is centre of supply chain. It has own suppliers and customers. 

Its suppliers are products manufacturers who sell products to the customer, its customer 

also have their own customer.    

 

Figure 11: The competitor companies’ mapping. 
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In this mapping presents that Jia Heng’ and its competitor companies are in the coequal 

position in the supply chain. There are some exclusive distribution companies familiar 

with Jia Heng, who has same customer segments but different products and brands. Like 

Baida Company is an exclusive distributor of P&D. Lingyu Company is an exclusive 

distributor of Johnson and Johnson, and Unilever Company. 

4.2 The company’s role  

Jia Heng not just plays one role in the supply chain. Based on the two different 

purchasing contracts for its customers, its jobs look same but the essence differs. There 

are two types contract suitable for different size and scale markets; one is called national 

joint purchasing contract, another one called local joint purchasing contract. 

4.2.1 National joint purchasing contract 

National joint purchasing contract means the buyer (supermarkets or shopping malls) 

direct to make purchasing contract with manufacturer. The contract validity covers all 

chain stores around nationwide. In this contract, the purchasing price is the lowest one for 

buyer, but the purchasing quantity must reach to minimum requirement. The large 

hypermarket chain such as Wal-Mart, Carrefour, they make national contract of joint 

purchasing for certain best-sale or first-line brand’s products. Under this contract, the 

local distributor offers delivery service and after-sale to the buyer, who is entrusted by 

many manufacturers. Jia Heng is the one of the local exclusive distributors entrusted by 

certain manufacturers, so that delivery and after-sale services for buyers are its obligation 

and responsibility. But when it plays a distributor role, the gross profit is thin. Comparing 

with the local exclusive distributor, the buyer can get more benefit; that’s why all 

hypermarket chains make first-line products for national joint purchasing contract.  

4.2.2 Local joint purchasing contract 

Some local convenience stores or small-scale supermarkets, their purchasing quantities 

can’t reach to the requirement of national joint purchasing. Therefore they purchase 

product from local distributor, and this contract is called local joint purchasing contract. 

The scale of local middle-size supermarket is not larger than international supermarket, 

neither less purchasing capability. So they have only few parts of the products that can 

make national contract of joint purchasing, but the most of products make local contract 

of joint purchasing. In this contract, the local purchasing price is higher than previous 

contract, but the buyer can get good services by its suppliers, such as order follow up, 
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unmarketable goods manage and deferred payment, etc. Under this contract, Jia Heng 

plays a role of supplier to buyer, but its operating expenses are higher than the national 

joint purchasing contract. The external fees have to pay, such as sponsorship new opening 

fee, new product introduction fee or and the product display fee. So that even buyers buy 

products through local distributor; it still makes few profits. Furthermore market’s non-

operating fee is other trouble. 

4.3 The company’s warehouse and inventory  

Jiang Heng has four warehouses at two different locations in Guiyang city, the figure 12, 

shows their locations:   

 

Figure 12: The map of Jia Heng’s warehouses (Source: Google map, 2011). 

The map shows Guiyang city’s appearance. The A and B stand for warehouse. There is 

one warehouse in the A, which is located in downtown of Guiyang, and near its office. 

The B is close to Guiyang East train station, have three warehouses on there. In general, it 

is according to the sales volume to make sure purchasing order from manufacturers. 

Usually it makes 1.5 times sales volume’s order as safety stock in one cycle of purchasing. 

Then the manufacture direct delivers products to its warehouse. Besides, the product’s 

idle time in stock no more than three months, which means the products must sale off 

shorter than 3 mouths, and it average retrieval frequency is 30 days. But sometimes, the 

inventory items are not rational, which lead to goods unmarketable and high tied-up 

capitals.   
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4.4 The supplier relationship 

In the interview, the questions of supplier relationship are around main two points: 1. 

what’s kind of product or service of suppliers providing to company? 2. What company 

provide to supplier? There are total ten manufactures as their suppliers, and they provide 

different products to them. Addition, suppliers provide delivery services, and promotion 

activities.  

The quality of product is the most important thing. In order to ensure the quality of 

products, Jia Heng makes agreement in the annual contract with its supplier. It must make 

clear indication of accountability, if have any quality problem with products, the supplier 

bear all responsibilities. On the other hand, the two sides agree increasing the product 

quality responsibility of breach of contract. There are  important suppliers of company 

like NIVEA（Beiersdorf）, Colgate (Colgate–Palmolive), DARLIE (Hawley & Hazel), 

LANGJIU (Sichuan Langjiu Group) and Dencare. These are all famous brands in the 

China or in the world, and good quality is the foundation of brand. And successful 

promotion activities also effect on product distribution performance. TV or magazine 

advertisements increase the awareness of these brands.     

Mr. Cai said it satisfied with the suppliers’ delivery service, they offered in the right time 

and right quantity. Mostly, the manufacture directly deliver products to Jia Heng’s 

warehouse, it has three different situations: 1.The product from factory directly deliver to 

warehouse; this delivery way is always used in the small quantity order. 2. Certain brands 

use their division distribution on a national scale; like "Colgate", they produce in 

Guangdong China, but it first delivers to Kunming city, and then distribute to Jia Heng’s 

warehouse. 3. Some imported brands are distributed by designated logistics company, 

like Sensodyne. Normally, supplier’s delivery service is committed in contract, the 

products price including the delivery cost. Expect the delivery cost, the supplier makes 

price basis on the production cost, operational cost and product market positioning cost. 

The main rule of making price is same for all suppliers. The price will float when 

inventory products need sell off, and it also takes place commonly in some situations, 

such as marketing warfare or pre-emption market share.   

In the interview, it explains the supplier choosing, and why the supplier chose them as 

exclusive distributor. It shows the company has long-term relationships with its suppliers. 

For Jia Heng, the supplier has to require the following conditions: first it brand should 

have markets and customers. Second, the brand is continuing development and 

innovation. Third is about the profit rate, the cooperation must profitable. Above all, the 
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supplier must be a credibility partner. The manufacturer requires its distributor should 

have good reputation, rich capital capability, strong sales force, perfect sales network, and 

skill of control and more. Jia Heng has done well job in the above aspects, and tried to get 

win-win relationship. It thinks to balance the two sides benefit is the key rule for win-win. 

It also desires to the supplier works well with the product quality improvement and new 

product development, and it works better with the market maintaining and after-sell 

service.  

In fact, the manufacturer uses different ways to distribute its products. For example, the 

certain big brand, its exclusive distributor just has right to resale one or two products of 

this brand. Because big brand has different variety products, only one exclusive 

distributor is too weak to sell all the products. So it usually chooses different agents, and 

helps them to sell different products. For example, Lang Jiu has different types of alcohol; 

and it is according to the items to find agents, and Jia Heng is the one of exclusive 

distributor for them. Moreover, some manufactures are according to the distribution 

channel to determine the agents, one for big supermarket, one for wholesale, one for retail. 

Besides, it also has some problems with supplier, it says “sometimes we help the supplier 

to advance pay the marketing fee, but it often cannot cancel after verification promptly”, 

and “sometimes the inventory are unconscionable and result in the increase the tied-up 

capital”. 

4.5 The customer relationship    

It has many long-term relationship customers. There are including the world-class 

supermarkets, such as Wal-Mart, Carrefour; the popular local supermarkets, such as the 

Beijing-Huaglian and the Star-supermarket; and the local convenience stores and 

miscellaneous shops, and some local second distributors; addition sometime there are 

group purchasing customers buying products from them. Within those customers, the   

largest profit comes from big supermarkets.  

Keeping increase and improving quality of services, adding services contingent valuation 

and completing sell network are its goals. Jia Heng tries to steady to market to retaining 

old customers, and improves marketing to attract new customers. It devotes to customers 

good quality services, offers them directly products delivery servicers in time; it arranges 

delivery services according to customer requirements, and following the contract orders. 

Furthermore, it thinks communications is the vital component; it often visits to the 

customer and exchanges information, and as soon as possible deals with customer's 

divergence when it occurs in daily operation.    
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4.6 The company's competitive  

The competitive advantages of Jia Heng are: it has many first-line products of make-up 

and commodity; which are very popular in the market, supermarkets can’t without them. 

On the other hand, it provides high quality service for the customers, i.e. it has staffs and 

cars for the delivery work, to guarantee the product can be delivered to customer timely. 

So that based on the current situation, it never thinks about cooperation with other 

company, and it thinks it has absolute advantages comparing to other any companies.  

For logistics part, it has invested in the warehousing, delivery vehicles and staff. And it 

has invested in rebate, research, contract cost investment. The core competitiveness of the 

exclusive distributor are reflecting in how larger the range of sell network covers; how 

many sell networks it has, and to make both maximize. The products must be as quickly 

and accurately as possible to deliver all kind of end-customers. All of these performances 

need good logistics activities to support.  

4.7 The company’s voice  

More and more the international supermarkets have been accessed into second city; the 

price of product becomes much more transparent and low. The price competitions are 

increasing. The supermarket has very low gross profit, when the purchases from of local 

contract of joint purchasing; thus, the supermarket demands its supplier to pay non-

operating fee for sell this product (the income account of non-operating is more than 80% 

in supermarket profit). On the other hand, the exclusive distributor should add the fixed 

investment to supermarket every year; in order to more economic, the exclusive 

distributor introduces new product into the market, and it often discusses to the 

supermarket. After make deal with supermarket, if it wants to push up sales, it can pay 

external fee to obtain a special display site. In general, the manufacturer pays of display 

fee and the new item fee. But if the exclusive distributor wants to make long-term 

contract for advantage products, it must has a dominant sale performance, so that it has to 

build good relationship with customers and provide perfect services and products.  
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5 Discussion and Analysis  

In this chapter, the case study findings will be analyzed, and it will consider with 

theoretical framework in order to discuss how the SCM affects on Chinese exclusive 

distribution business. And the research questions will be answered.  

5.1 Case study analysis 

The benefit for case study is to deeply understand the current situation of SCM and 

logistics in China. It helps us to listen to inner voices of company and reflects the reality. 

Although Jia Heng is a local exclusive distributor, it can represent the similar Chinese 

companies. All in all, the number of small local companies is much more than the 

international companies. Especially in Chinese distribution business, the local distributor 

is a dominant role in the supply chain network. Exclusive distributor holds large share in 

the market, and helps manufactures to distribute their products to the end-customer, 

whatever national manufactures or international manufactures. 

From Jia Heng’s case, according to the interview, it shows Chinese retail and distribution 

system work and the problems they meet. The results show that both Jia Heng and its 

partner companies grasp little information of SCM. They don’t know what SCM works 

for, why they need SCM. Actually, they have own system for distribution work, and 

know how to build relationship for their partner and customer. Jia Heng knows what 

problems they have, but it can’t solve them. The company accepts the supermarket’s 

rigour conditions, even the costs increase every year, the change is not considered. The 

one of reason of this is that it satisfies with its present situation and it doesn’t want to 

learn new techniques and theories. That’s why the foreign company hard to implement 

SCM in China.   

Therefore, the above problems will be analyzed and discussed in the next context. The 

results are including a solution of Jia Heng’s inventory problem, and suggestion of 

Chinese company implement SCM. The answers of research questions are associated 

with case study and literature review.  

5.2 Opportunities of Chinese exclusive distributor  

SCM has been achieving success in western and Japanese companies, especially in the 

manufacture industries. The dominant foreign companies might replace Chinese 
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distributors. Meanwhile they also have injected new blood and new hope in their careers, 

as well as taken more chances to China’s market. The idea of SCM is against traditional 

Chinese transport perspective. The modern logistics view suggests disintermediation, 

aims to deliver directly and fast. But traditional Chinese distribution network is a 

hierarchical system; a delivery process needs to though many ties. It has the large number 

of companies under this system, but it still has many Chinese companies achieved success 

by SCM implementing.  

As we know China is different between western and Japanese. It has large land and the 

largest population. Comparing with the small land and few population’s counties, the 

perfect logistics solution and SCM are difficult implemented in China. How efficiently 

and costly to deliver goods to anyone in anywhere is a big problem. Under this national 

condition, Chinese distributors are responsible to distributor products to the customers 

around national range. If all intermediation roles are removed, it’s not hard to image that 

some products can’t deliver to somewhere for some customers. Because of without local 

distributors, the sale networks can’t cover. In reality, it owes small and specialized local 

distributors to achieve national coverage (Jiang & Prater, 2002). Under this situation, 

SCM theory can help local distributor has new perspective in the supply chain task, 

including, transportation, location, relationships with supplier and customers, information 

flow and so on. There are many SCM methods can be adopted, such as JIT, quick 

response, distribution management, inventory level management and so on. And some 

new techniques, like radio-frequency identification (RRID), e-invoice also very useful 

and. These new techniques and SCM theories help distributor improving its logistics 

performance, and help them fulfilling requirement of customers and suppliers. And SCM 

also can work for reducing cost and increasing profit. Successful SCM implementing is 

an opportunity for company surviving in market and be better.   

5.3 Challenges of Chinese exclusive distributor 

A coin has two sides; any things have positive and negative sides. Therefore the 

challenge always comes with opportunity. The challenge for Chinese exclusive 

distributor is discussed in next context.  

Because of the booming economy and opening policy, Chinese market and economy 

structure have been reforming. Both Chinese and foreign companies expect more 

effective distribution system what can be adopted in Chinese supply chain. Thus SCM 

perspective has come into Chinese business. Modern SCM idea takes huge strike to 

traditional supply chain of China, and all participants in the supply chain face challenges, 
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especially for distributor. Based on the SCM theory, the challenges of Chinese distributor 

comes from its internal performances and external imparts.  

The challenges of internal performance come from Chinese distributors’ behaviors due to 

plays a role of intermediation. According to three-tier system, it illustrates the product to 

end-customer need to through many levels of distributor. In this rigid vertical line, the 

intermediation is in the different levels, including exclusive distribution, distributor, 

wholesaler, and retailer. The product is distributed by each level’s intermediation; the 

product first distribute to big city and to each provincial capitals, then to the main cities, 

and then to small towns, at last to the customer. Under this distribution system, the 

product price is increased 5-17%. The clear and real example shows at the interview, Jing 

Heng’s profit comes from products price gap, low price purchases from manufacturer and 

higher price sells to customer. But the costs of inventory, warehouse, delivery and high 

operation fee cause Jia Heng adding price when it resell product. It is not the unique case; 

the product price would be increased after transfers to end-customer.                 

Since 1990s, people think disintermediation can let distribution network become 

efficiently. There are some SCM theories, like JIT and quick response techniques, and 

internet shipping prevailed; the manufacturer intends to bypass distributor and prefer to 

directly sell to customer. Thus the distributor removing is in favor of buyers and sellers 

by reducing cost. According to Mills and Camek (2004)’s case research: the exclusive 

distributor has large impact on the market and product life cycle. The figure 3, 4 and 5 

explains three different types of make-decision for distribution: the single exclusive 

distributor cannot satisfy manufacturer’s ambition for potential product grows. But if take 

exclusive distributor away, sale volume will reduce rapidly. So the optimal result is that 

the manufacturer not entrusts exclusive distribution, but remains local distributors to 

contribute distribution task. In this situation, the sale volume can achieve maximum, and 

make product life cycle longest. In this case, the challenge of single exclusive distributor 

has seemed to lose its exclusive right and become normal distributor, but it still has 

opportunity to make outstanding profit in the supply chain.  

The challenges of external parts are coming from foreign companies when they access to 

Chinese market. Because foreign companies need to establish the efficient and strong 

supply chain in China, they use their distribution solution instead of old Chinese 

distribution networks. Such as:  

 Some upstream companies suggest their original suppliers come to China with them, 

instead of local Chinese suppliers;  
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 Some companies choose outsourcing their logistics in China, instead of local 

Chinese distributors;  

 Furthermore, some companies have built distribution centers in China; avoid using 

old Chinese distribution network, the role of wholesaler and retailer lost their jobs.                            

5.4 The solution of inventory level control  

Inventory level is influenced on the operating cost and logistics performance. A lot of 

small–size companies are no ideas of inventory control management perspective. Such as 

Jia Heng, it has problem with its stock and inventory level and it also knows inventory 

level is a key aspect to impact on the supply chain. In order to find an effective and easy 

method to solve this problem, the EOQ model has introduced earlier. It is one of methods 

in SCM which can help company solve the problem of inventory level, and obtain a 

rational solution.  

For exclusive distributor, correct inventory level means neither excess nor short of 

requirement, timely deliver to customers. In the interview, Mr. Cai is talking about 

unmarketable goods management problem; one reason of unmarketable goods is wrong 

estimation of customer demand that makes inventory level too high, occupies warehouse 

space and high tied-up capital. EOQ model can help company to make decision. When 

exclusive distributor as a supplier, it can help its customers to calculate the size of order. 

The specific product is provided by a certain exclusive distributor, in other word, the 

products sale out by supermarkets or shops are all from their order; if exclusive 

distributor can make calculate for their order with EOQ model, and make customer’s 

order size to become rationalization. In this way, the benefit for customer is correct 

estimation of customer demand, and makes right decision of order. It works for reduces 

unmarketable goods and free part of tied-up capital. The benefits for exclusive distributor 

are: first, if it knows all customers’ order sizes which can easy to estimate its orders from 

manufacturers. Second, helping its customer is one capability distinguish among other 

competitors, taking it appreciates from its customers, and contribute for company’s image.    

The world-class supermarket, like Carrefour, it was not satisfied with Chinese distributor 

and supplier, because of their shortage logistics skill. The good logistics performance can 

win the favor, so Chinese exclusive distributor must use SCM to make up itself and 

survival in the market.               
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5.5 Achieve competitive advantage  

Chapter three introduces perspectives of competitive advantage. It is a capability of 

company, which can give customer more values. Christopher (2005) states cost advantage 

and value advantages are two ways to get value adding. Correctly implementing SCM is 

able to offer customer a differential ‘plus’ over competitive products or services. For 

company, reducing logistics cost also can be achieved through SCM. More and more 

success cases show SCM can be a source for company to gain competitive advantage. In 

the above discussion, the opportunities and challenges for Chinese exclusive distributor 

have been analyzed. The next text explains how does a Chinese exclusive distributor via 

implement SCM to be a dominant role in to the supply chain and to gain competitive 

advantage.  

1. At the above analysis, Chinese exclusive distributor has faced challenges. The main 

reason is the foreigner firms have rich experiences and knowledge of modern 

logistics and great strategy, SCM is one of them. The foreigner company didn’t 

cooperate with Chinese distributor because it didn’t trust them. Therefore, Chinese 

distributor needs to improve its logistics capability for switch current situation from 

challenge to opportunity.  

In this case, the case company has little knowledge of SCM and modern logistics 

information, Jia Heng is not only one. First of all, company and top management 

must have perspectives of SCM, and clearly realize its importance and essential. Then, 

company should scheme its SCM plan, which is suitable for company's current 

situation. And company should keep developing and innovating.  

2. A lot of aggressive Chinese enterprises feel threat by their rival in early time, so they 

like soldiers; and come to a business competitive battle. They choose sharp weapon to 

fight against their enemies; SCM is one of the key weapons. Yue Yuan who 

mentioned above, according to its correct decision-making, right weapon and right 

strategy, it has caught success. Some laggard enterprises still use old weapons and 

weak soldiers, the result are ceding territory and paying indemnities. Of cause, one 

soldier never win by alone, so building up a powerful army is only way to live and 

win in the end.         

The point is the SCM need teamwork. No matter top management or staffs, all of 

them need to know SCM. Company can through education and training program to 

popularize SCM for its staffs, and let them learn how SCM is implemented in 

company and what they should execute. On the other hand, some staffs are often meet 
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customer, and they can help customers or partners learn more about company’s SCM 

program, easy to watch company’s dominant, as well as good for SCM strategy 

cooperation. Communication and feedback are two success keys, staffs and 

management should share information frequently, it is good for development and 

improvement.  

3. It is important to built health relationship with partners. So called supply chain, the 

members of chain ought to link together. Hence the best logistics solution is emerging 

by all supply chain cooperations, if they can share knowledge of information and 

work together.      

Because exclusive distributor is a role in the special position; its suppliers and 

customers usually need huge information and feedback from them. Its suppliers want 

to know the response of products on market, this feedback information can help 

manufacturer improve its products or services, and provide the important information 

for customer demand. To its customer, it provides high quality and lower price 

products, as well as gives them good services, such as delivery and after-sale service. 

To supermarket or shop, it can sell good quality and low price products to customers. 

These performances would help it to make up its positive image. So if exclusive 

distributor can work better, not only benefit for itself, but also helpful to its partners.  

Chinese exclusive distributor should implement SCM immediately. It not just works for 

reducing cost in logistics, as well as for helping them to achieve competitive advantage 

by good preference and capability.  

5.6 Significant factors to different roles in the supply chain 

In the supply chain network, there are different roles in the different positions for 

different tasks. Therefore, these roles focus on different factors to gain competitive 

advantage. To learn differences between them are valuable. There twelve factors are 

concluded according case study results. These factors are able to influence their 

performances and benefits, including brand, marketing, product, inventory, distribution, 

local dominant, network, service, supplier relationship, customer relationship, partner 

cooperate performance and cost control. There is a comparison for four roles in the 

supply chain: exclusive distributor － stands for the traditional downstream role, 

manufacture－stands for the centre of the supply chain, 3PL or logistics provider－ 

stands for a new and emerging role, and supermarket－stands for the retail role of end-

customers. A radar map is made to explain their distinctions. This radar map constitutes 
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by twelve factors mentioned above. And in order describe the degree of the significant, 

the degree is divided on three levels, the smallest cycle indicates the lowest degree of 

significant factor for role; the largest cycle indicates the highest degree of significant 

factor; and the middle cycle indicates the medium degree. Furthermore, four color lines 

represent the five roles in the supply chain. The radar map of the significant factors shows 

on figure 13. 
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 Figure 13:  The radar map of the significant factors.  

This radar map shows how these twelve factors influence each four roles differently, and 

which factors is more significant than others. The red line stands for exclusive distributor, 

follow this line, it can be translated: to exclusive distributor the most significant factors 

are including inventory, distribution, local dominant, supplier relationship, and customer 

relationship; the factors of medium degree are including network, service, partner 

cooperate performance, brand and cost control; in the rest, marketing and product are two 

factors which are the lowest significant degree for exclusive distributor. All of four roles 

can be translated in the same approach. This map presents an associative perception. We 

can learn its individual status, and we also can compare each of them.  

This radar map contains a large amount of information. The twelve factors are explained 

by each in the next. Brand strategy or brand management is strong reflecting on the 

manufacturer and supermarket. The customer tends to buy product which they awarded or 
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has a height of fame, such as P&G, or Wal-Mart. Thus, they must consider about their 

brand building and image. The exclusive distributor do not build brand by itself, it just 

chooses brands. Like Jia Heng, maybe few people know its name, but it resells NIVEA or 

Colgate what are many people know. Its task stresses on multi-brands choice, but the 

most important thing is that the manufacturer also has the right to choose which exclusive 

it wants to cooperate. Thus, the brand influences exclusive distributor in medium degree. 

The other logistics providers have same situation as exclusive distributor. The marketing 

factor is familiar with brand factor. The marketing performance has deep impact for 

manufacture to sell its product. And supermarket can via it promotion approach to attract 

customers, such as discount activities or customer membership program. By contrast, 

exclusive distributor and 3PL do not pay more attention for its marketing strategy.  

Product is a vital factor for every role, but to product’s initiative, different roles have 

different level to control the product. For manufacture, it has height power to control its 

product (i.e. design, produce, quality). And product decides to it life and death. For 

supermarket, the product varieties and price are its competitiveness, product itself still in 

manufacture’s hand. According to the case study, the manufacture bears all responsibility 

for product quality, thus, exclusive distributor might focus on other factors. Inventory is a 

significant factor for exclusive distributor. And for manufacture, it’s also very important, 

because manufacture faces both raw material inventory and finished goods inventory 

process. Obviously, rational inventory level is able to increase efficiency and reduce cost.   

Distribution is the main task for exclusive distributor, its performance reflects in this 

factor. Therefore, outstanding distribution competence is a key competitiveness for it, and 

distribution factor has close relationship with local dominant factor and network factor. 

Comparing to other roles, local distributor knows its city very well, no matter the city 

situation, market, customer, route, or government. Because of this, it can cover 

distribution network widely and densely, so that it can deliver product where manufacture 

or others can’t cover. The range of network differs from each role, manufacture may 

build network cross country, even cross the world. Supermarket is like manufacture, 

because of supermarket’s scale, the network they build in different levels. And their local 

dominate situations are different too.      

Service for each role might mean differently. To exclusive distributor, its service to 

customer is products delivery, which need fast and correct. To manufacturer, its service is 

after-sale and guarantee. To supermarket, first line employee plays a key role for its 

customer service, so that, the employee education can influence its service quality and 

customer satisfaction. But to 3PL or logistics provider, its product is service; it provides 
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logistics service or solution to its customer, or so called client. Like product factor to 

manufacture, service is the most significant factor for them. The difference in this factor 

between exclusive distributor and logistics provider is resale right; exclusive distributor 

has right to sell product, it makes money from its sale, but another make money just from 

provides service.   

A good relationship between customers or suppliers is important for each role. It has the 

particular situation, such as 3PL, it’s no supplier, only has client. And supermarket has 

too many customers to build deep relationship for each one; it remains its customer 

depending on product price and store location. In the whole supply chain all of roles are 

partner, they need good cooperation to gain more smoothing process and efficiency. 

Partners’ amount would increase difficult for control.  

Cost is involved with other factors, like inventory performance, supplier relationship or 

product cost of product, cost of service and so on. Such as Jia Heng, its cost almost fixed, 

it is hard to reduce the cost in daily operation, but control inventory level would be a 

good method. The cost of manufacture comes from every way: raw material price, 

produce process, operation cost and so on. Hence, it needs to conduct cost management 

or cost control process, in order to increase profits. Supermarket has the physical store, 

the majority costs generate in the operation process, and these are including rent, utilities, 

maintenance cost and some unmarketable products. Effective cost control is important to 

supermarket.       

Looking at the whole map, the difference between all of each role can present by size of 

proportion. The larger is more complex, the smaller is more concentrated. This radar map 

also can remain each role to review their company, what is its dominant, and what it 

should consider? It helps company to improve itself by different factor, and provides a 

model to study roles in the supply chain.   
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6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, conclusions will be drawn based on the results and discussion in the 

previous chapters. And the recommendations on Chinese exclusive distributor 

implementing SCM will be given. The chapter presents an evaluation of the study and 

suggestions for further research. 

6.1 Summary  

This thesis studies how the SCM implements in Chinese exclusive distributor. The results 

present in the following:    

When China opened the door to the world, traditional Chinese distributors met new 

challenges by dominated competitors. One side, foreign company accessed to China 

market who have rich experience and advanced technology, they have threaten to 

traditional Chinese distributor. The status of Chinese exclusive distributor might be 

instead by 3PL or professional logistics providers and dominated distributor. On another 

side, old Chinese distribution system is not suitable for modern world. Established 

physical distribution agents trend to remove, because it is a beneficial way to decrease 

costs for the buyers and sellers. And Disintermediation is a threat for Chinese exclusive 

distributor; JIT, internet shopping and e-commerce are popular and increasingly used.  

Simultaneously, Chinese companies meet the new opportunity from this new situation. 

They have learned new technology and advanced management knowledge by cooperation. 

Supply chain management as a strategy has applied in company, it can help companies to 

obtain benefit, not only for reduce logistics cost, but also can support customers to add 

values, and then achieves advantage competitive.   

In order to survive in the competition, Chinese exclusive distributor should launch a 

revolution for its business. SCM is an optimal strategy for them. EOQ is an effective 

model of SCM to solve inventory level control problem. It is a reasonable strategy for 

company to gain competitive advantages. In this thesis, according to the case study, the 

case company has problem in the inventory management, so the solution is given by EOQ 

model. It is a formula to calculate size of order via demand and cost. And the optimum 

scheme, lower total cost and suitable inventory level can be easily figured out by using 

this model. The recommendation is exclusive distributor can adopt EOQ both for itself 

and its customers. This is a win-win solution, because it can solve the inventory and order 

problem both for company and customer. The detail analysis is in the discussion chapters.  
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Therefore, the questions of how SCM implement in Chinese exclusive distributor are 

answered, and concluded as: “know it, do it and popularize it”. Firstly company must 

know what SCM is and how important it is. Secondly company must implement SCM in 

right way and on right place, and keep it developing and improving. Thirdly, all company 

staffs should learn how SCM works in company and share information frequently; the 

most important and hardest target is to promote SCM adaptation in whole supply chain 

with company’s partners, e.g. supplier, manufacture, distributor, retailer and customer, it 

is a long term goal for company and its partners using SCM effectively. And SCM is a 

kind of science, and it is too hard to study in short time obviously. It still needs to 

developing and innovating. 

The study results show Chinese exclusive distributor distinguishes with other role in the 

supply chain. Comparing with other roles, it should improve its skill and performance. In 

the thesis the significant factors to exclusive distributor in Chinese supply chain are 

discussed. As we know, in China, the large land and large population let distribution 

work become very difficult, but local distributor deliver products in its location. Thus 

exclusive distributor needs to build good relationship with local customer and others 

relative parts. And it needs to expand sale network, meanwhile cost reducing also needs 

to be considered. So that reasonable inventory level is a significant factor for lower cost. 

Comparing with the manufacturer, exclusive distributor does no need cost time and 

money in brand management or product innovation.  

6.2 Implication and contribution  

This thesis investigates an exclusive distribution company in China and its SCM 

application. It reflects the current situation of Chinese supply chain and emphasizes 

analyzing Chinese exclusive distributor. Chinese enterprises just have a few ideas about 

SCM; they don’t realize how huge challenge they faced, and don’t grasp opportunity. 

This thesis hopes remaining researchers and company to inspect its work. By conducting 

this thesis, the suggestion and solution for case company is given, and these also are 

suitable for other distributors in China. Even SCM needs to go a long way to implement 

and develop in China; it still has a bright future.  

Further, this thesis contributes new information to the knowledge about exclusive 

distributors. After the literature reviews, there are few scientific articles investigated 

Chinese distributor about their significant role in the supply chain, but there are many 

researchers studying manufacture and supplier, or customer in the supply chain. This 

thesis tries to fill this research gap about the exclusive distribution roles. Furthermore, 
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comparing with previous studies, those just focus on one or two roles in the supply chain, 

but the result in chapter 5.6 that contrasts to exclusive distributor and other roles in whole 

supply chain. A radar map is made to present difference between different roles in the 

supply chain. It shows how these roles are influenced by twelve factors, and in which 

degree. The significant factors research aims to understand which factors for which roles 

are important than others. This radar map also can remain each role to review its 

company, what is its dominant, and what it should be considered? It helps company to 

improve itself by different factor, and provides a model to research roles in the supply 

chain. This thesis’s contribution can be seen new in this context.   

6.3 Reflection and further study  

After this thesis research, I have deep a realization of SCM. But I am still interested in the 

argument with distributor. In my study, I think exclusive distributor is an important role 

in the Chinese market, because of Chinese nation situation, it is quite difficult to build 

distributor network without exclusive distributor. As I mentioned, current supply chain 

system has too many levels, which are the main reason cause high retail price and to hard 

control. In the future, I prefer to study in this orientation, and try to find a better way to 

solve this problem, and contribute to Chinese modern supply chain management.    
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Appendix A 

 Definitions  

The basic theories and concepts concerning SCM will be introduced below. And the 

sources adopt from publish book or scientific articles.          

 Definitions of Supply chain  

Christopher (2005), he presents one figure with supply chain network, and it shows the 

relationship with supplier and customer. It is clear shows company as central in the 

network. It should be shown as fig.14  

Next, this book find an accurately definition of Supply Chain, it is defined as:“A network 

of connected and interdependent organizations mutually and co-operatively working 

together to control, manage and improve the flow of materials and information from 

suppliers to end users.”(Aitken, J. 1998)   

 

Figure 14: Supply Chain network (Source: Martin Christopher (2005) Logistics and 

supply chain management: creating value-added networks, figure1, 1, p.5) 

 Definitions of Supply chain Management  

SCM is as a strategy generally associated with advanced information technologies rapid 

and responsive logistics services, effective supplier management, and increasingly 

relationship management (Fawcett and Magnan, 2002). 

Since 1980’s supply chain as an academic term appeared (Mills, et al 2004), up to this 

day, a lot of authors gave different definition of SCM, in there, two definition will be 

present in the below: 
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Since, “supply chain” as a term to represent an alignment of firms by Lambert et al. 

(1998), they defined SCM as:  

“The integration of business processes from end user through original suppliers that 

provides products, services, and information that add value for customers”. (Lambert et 

al, (1998), p. 504).  

The Supply-Chain Council also give the definition of SCM, which is founded in 1996 by 

Pittiglio, Rabin, Todd and McGrath (PRTM), it defined SCM as: 

“The effort involved in producing and delivering a final product from the supplier’s 

supplier to the customer’s customer” (Supply-Chain Council, 2002). 

And the Supply-Chain Council also presents a supply chain operations reference 

model(SCOR), this figure is clearly show the whole supply chain operation process,  the 

reader can easy understand, it shows as: figure.15:  

 

Figure 15: Supply chain processes in the supply chain operations reference model (Source: 

SCOR 2000)    

SCM must consider whole business process; it is a network, from supplier’s supplier and 

customer’s customer (Supply-Chain Council, 2002). Must know customer demand, and 

give customer right product, quality service, and built good relationship, while SCM was 

concerned with the long-term profitability of serving customers and customers’ customers 

(Lamey, 1996). 

 Drivers of Supply Chain Management 

Hugos said every supply chain is unique, because it has own set of internal and external 

position, but all companies have common issue, and must make decisions regarding the 

five major supply chain drivers (Hugos, 2006). It should be shown as: Figure.16:   
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Figure 16: Five major supply chain drivers (Source: Hugos, M., (2006), Essentials of 

Supply Chain Management, chapter1.P 17)   

 Production: What production are customer required, when and how much production 

company should produce? 

 Inventory: What and how many inventories should be stocked? What are the optimal 

inventory levels and reorder points? 

 Location: How to choice location of facilities for production and inventory storage, the 

optimal for is efficient supply chain and lower cost? 

 Transportation: How and when should inventory be moved from one supply chain 

location to another? What freight mode of transportation used?  

 Information: How much data should be collected and how much information should 

be shared?  

Those five drivers of supply chain are very important factors of decision-making, and 

there are also defined the capabilities and effectiveness of a company’s supply chain 

(Hugos, 2006).  

 Participants in the supply chain 

This is the basic group of participants in the supply chain; there are company and 

company’s supplier and customer (Hugos, 2006). I was integrated the theory of   Hugos  

(2005) and David (1998), therefore I have got the typical participants in the supply chain, 

figure out that in the below:  
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Figure 17: Participants in the supply chain  

(Source: David Frederick Ross, (1998) Competing Through Supply Chain Management, 

figure 5.2, and Hugos, M., (2006), Essentials of Supply Chain Management, EXHIBIT 

1.2)    

 Supplier: “A business entity which provides the company with goods and/or services 

integral to, and utilized in/for, the production of the company's goods and/or 

services”(Mareș, 2004. P654) 

 Manufacturer or producer: “they are organizations that make a product. This includes 

companies that are producers of raw materials and companies that are producers of 

finished goods” (Hugos, 2006, p24). 

 Distributor: “they are companies that take inventory in bulk from producers and 

deliver a bundle of related product lines to customers. Distributors are also known as 

wholesalers”. (Hugos, 2006, p.24). 

 Retailer: “they are stock inventory and sell in smaller quantities to the general 

public” (Hugos, 2006, p.25).  

 Customer: “Customers or consumers are any organization that purchases and uses a 

product”. (Hugos, 2006, p.25) 

 

In this figure, we can see clearly about relationships for each participant. The finished 

goods distribution has different strategies. That’s means manufacturers can sell their 

products to end-customers direct, also can through distributor and retailer resell their 

products.     

 Exclusive distribution  

The exclusive distribution is one of roles belong to distributors. It is different between 

pure wholesalers. The concept of exclusive distribution is explained in the marketing 

dictionary. It is defined: 

Finished Goods Flow 
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Exclusive distribution: The right given by a producer to a retailer or other type of 

distributor to be the sole distribution channel in a determined territory. In return, 

exclusive distributors or retailers are usually required to provide exceptional and far-

reaching service to customers. 

 

The exclusive distribution is a special role; it has a special position in supply chain. 

Exclusive destitution also enhances the brand’s image and allows for higher markups 

(Kotler, 2010). 

 There are six characteristics of this business (BaiDu library, 2011): 

 It is a independent business institutions 

 It has products proprietary right(buy out products or services from manufacturers )  

 Obtain operating profit  

 Diversified products business 

 Business operating do not restricted nor few restricted by manufacturers 

 It has equal rights and responsibilities with manufacturers  

 Retail  

Retail is the one of largest industry in the world, just in America alone, have fifteen 

million employees work for retail business, whatever number of businesses or number 

employees that is largest in the world (Plunkett, 2009). As well retail industry is most 

closed business to the customer. Next, I will mention some definition of retail.   The word 

“retail” is defined by Oxford reference as: 

retail   
▶ noun  [mass noun] the sale of goods to the public in relatively small quantities for use 

or consumption rather than for resale: [as modifier] the retail trade. 

▶ verb   1. Sell (goods) to the public by retail. ■ [no obj.] (retail at/for) (of goods) be 

sold by retail for (a specified price) 

2. Relate the details of (a story or incident) to others 

Dolber (2003) in his book, he used easy words to describe retailing, It is:  

“Retailing is sale of goods or services to customer through retail stores, catalogs or mail -

order services, TV or computes.” 
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And the Office of Fair Trading by London Economics was done a research, in this 

research, it gives the definition of nature retailing, it defined as:  

“Retailing is the final link between the production of a good and the end-consumer.” 

(Office of Fair Trading, 1997)  

It is not hard to understand retail and retailer after describe them, in short, retail is 

retailers sale goods or services to the end – consumer, which is means the goods of 

services cannot sale again.  

 Wholesale  

Like “retail”, I also find the word “wholesale” and the derived worlds to be defined by 

Oxford reference as: 

Wholesale  ▶ noun  the selling of goods in large quantities to be retailed by others. 

▶ verb   sell (goods) wholesale. 

 

Shehzad (2009) defined as: “Wholesaling consists of the sale of goods / merchandise to 

retailers, to industrial, commercial, institutional, or other professional business users or to 

other wholesalers and related subordinated services.” 
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Appendix B  

First interview, questions and answers 

 First part: general information of company    

Question1: What is the company’s name? 

Answer: Guiyang Jia Heng trade LTD  

Question2: When your company founded? 

Answer: 2001  

Question3: What are the core businesses? 

Answer: we have two main businesses; there are retail and wholesale. 

Question4: What types products are you sell?    

Answer: Toothpaste, make-up, alcohol, and some commodity goods.  

Question5: How many products are you sell? 

Answer: Nearly 1800 

Question6: How many warehouse are you own, where are there and how long for 

inventory, how much cost?  

Answer: we total have four warehouses for rent; one is in downtown of Guiyang, and 

near their office. And other three are close to Guiyang East train station. The products 

have been stayed 3 months in warehouses.  

Question7: How to deliver your products to customers, how often to deliver and how the 

cost?   

Answer: our company direct deliver products to our customer; the cost of delivery takes 

up 1.5% of sale. We are always delivery according to customer requirement.  

Question8: Have any systemically sell process exist? 

Answer: yes, we have. 
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Question9: How much the annual turnover of your company? 

Answer: fifty million RMB.  

 Second part : your supplier  

Question 1: how many suppliers do you have? And how long do you cooperation with 

your supplier? Long-term relationships or short-term are you keep?   

Answer: we are total have ten suppliers. And we just have long-term relationship with our 

suppliers. 

Question 2: how to choose your supplier?  

Answer: first we should identification whether products are the awareness within the 

customers and the brand has the market competitive; second we must consider whether 

the brand continues develops in the future; third we interested in the profit rate, and the 

credibility within the supplier.        

Question3: how the suppliers make a price of the products, have the price distinction 

between the other companies; and how the price is floating? 

Answer: in normally, the supplier make price basis on the production cost, operational 

cost and products market positioning, the main rule of make price of any supplier is same; 

the price will floating when inventory need sell off, as well as in commonly  marketing 

warfare and pre-emption market share.         

Question 4: how to achieve win -win relationships? 

Answer: to maintain the two sides benefit balance is a very important rule; in the other 

hand, the supplier should work better in the product quality and new product development, 

and they should work better of market maintaining and services of after sell.          

Question 5: how your suppliers are delivering products to you? How about the delivery 

fee, which pay, how to they get orders? 

Answer: our suppliers direct deliver products into our warehouses. And the contract will 

decide who pay delivery fee, it is depends on different contract of different supplier, but 

usually supplier is commitment delivery fee.      

Question 6: are you satisfied the delivery time and delivery quantity? Is it on time? 
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Answer: so far, we are satisfying the services.   

Question 7: how are you ensuring the products quality? 

Answer: in the annual contract, the supplier and we must give clear indication of 

accountability, if have any quality problem with the products, the supplier bear all 

responsibility; in the other hand, the two sides agree increase the product quality 

responsibility of breach of contract.   

Question 8: have any problems with your supplier? 

Answer: some time we help the supplier to advance pay the marketing fee, but it often 

cannot cancel after verification promptly; and other, some time the inventory are 

unconscionable and result in the increase the tied-up capital. 

 Third part : your customers   

Question 1: who are your long-term relationship customers? 

Answer: we have lots of long-term relationship customers; there are most the 

supermarkets, world- class supermarkets, such as Wal-Mart, Carrefour; as well have 

popular local supermarket, such as Beijing-huaglian, star-supermarket, and some local 

second distributors.           

Question 2: who are your short-term relationship customers?  

Answer: the local convenience store and miscellaneous shop. 

Question 3: Which customers take your large benefit? 

Answer: the large size supermarkets are our big customers, the most benefit from them. 

Question 4: do you have retailing customers? 

Answer: yes, we also have business with group purchasing customer. 

Question 5: what services you provide for customers?  

Answer: we are devote to customers good quality services; we provide direct products 

delivery servicers to end-customers in time, we layout delivery according to customer 

requirement, and following the contract orders; and we deal with the divergence with 

customer in the daily operation as soon as possible.            
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Question6: how to maintain relationship between customers and you? 

Answer: good quality customer services are first rule, keep balance the benefit of both 

sides; and communication is vital, we often visit our customers and exchange information, 

in order to deal with problem immediately.         

Question 7: what is the strategy for to keep old customers, meanwhile to development the 

new customer? 

Answer: retaining old customer is the basis of marketing steady; developing new 

customer is basis of marketing improvement. Keeping increase and improve quality of 

services, adding services contingent valuation and completing sell network are our goals.     

Question8: do you have any problem between company and customers?                         

Answers: the main problem with customers is settlement, because supermarkets need 

speed up capital turnover, if they not pay us in time, they are addition one day for capital 

turnover, so the supermarket always using every reasons to default in the payment.  

 Fourth part: your competitors  

Question 1: who are your competitors? Please give example. 

Answer: our competitors are like us, they are also exclusive distribution, but different 

products and brands. Like Baida Company, who an exclusive distribution of P&D are ; 

Lingyu Company, who an exclusive Distribution of Johnson and Johnson, and Unilever 

Company are .   

Question 2: what do you think your competitive advantages?  

Answer: for normal make-up and commodity products, our company have many first-

lines products; those are very popular in the market, supermarkets can’t without them. In 

the other hand, our company provide high quality servers for customers; i.e. we have 

staffs and cars for the delivery works, guarantee products can be delivered for customers 

timely.  

Question 3: have you ever think about collaboration? 

Answer: we don’t think so, based on the current situation of our company, we have 

absolute advantages with other any companies; we can find any company collaboration.  
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Appendix C 

The second time interview, the questions and answers present 

following: 

Question 1: How many employees of your company?  

Answer: we have 48 employers, which include ten salesmen, three delivery staffs, and 

five drivers, five staffs in the warehouse and office work and the financial staffs.  

Question 2: In the last time interview, you said, company has 4 warehouses, and the idle 

time in stock was 3 months; but the “3 mouths” idle time in stock is referring to what, 

average time or longest idle time?  

Answer: The idle time in stock refers the longest time of products idle in the warehouse; 

that’s means the products must sale off shorter than 3 mouths, and our average retrieval 

frequency is 30 days.    

Question 3: Where were your products delivered from by your supplier? Were the 

products direct delivery in your warehouses or direct to end-customers?      

Answer: There are three conditions: 1. products from factory direct deliver to our 

warehouse; this delivery way is always used in the brand which is small quantity order.    

Some brands are using division distribution on a national scale; like "Colgate", they 

produce in Guangdong China, but it first deliver to Kunming China, then distribution to 

our warehouse. 3. Some imported brands are distribution by designated logistics company, 

like Sensodyne. 

Question 4: Could you give me the detail information about the important suppliers, they 

are names, example?   

Answer: we are total have ten suppliers, for example: NIVEA（Beiersdorf）, Colgate 

(Colgate–Palmolive), DARLIE (Hawley & Hazel), LANGJIU(Sichuan Langjiu Group) 

and Dencare. All of those supplier we have had long-term relationships. 

Question5: Could you explain your operation processes? 

Answer: Yes, we have two kinds of processes, one is wholesale, and another is retail. 

 Wholesale : customer orders→warehouse distribution →delivery →collection  
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 Retail: end-customer orders →make delivery order→warehouse distribution 

according to delivery orders →delivery →account checking →collection and 

receipt  

Question 6: What is the role of your company, and to which area?    

Answer: We are a distributor in Guiyang. And for some big brands, we are the exclusion 

distribution for one of product this brands. Because big brands have different varieties 

products and they usually choose different agents as exclusion distribution, and help them 

sale different products. For example, Lang Jiu has different type’s alcohol; this 

manufacturer is according to the items to find agents, we are the one of exclusion 

distribution for them. Anther, some manufactures are according to the channel to 

determine the agents, like one for big supermarket, one for wholesale, one for retail. We 

main customers are the big malls and small supermarkets.   

Question 7: How to make purchasing decision about quantity of products? And what kind 

of contract you make?    

Answer: In general, we are according to the sales volume to make purchasing order from 

manufacturers. We usually order 1.5 times sales volume as safety stock in one cycle of 

purchasing 

Question 8: Do the manufactures direct deliver in you warehouse, and what about the 

delivery cost? And is any delivery method for other competitor company adopt?     

Answer: Yes, our contract makes promise for price, the products price including the 

delivery fee, we pay to products and manufacturer pays delivery fee from their warehouse 

to our warehouse. 

Question 9: How to obtain this opportunity that became exclusive distribution in the 

beginning?   

Answer: The manufacturer required distributor has those capabilities good reputation, 

rich capital capability, strong sales force, perfect sales network, skill of control and so on. 

We have done good job in those aspects. So our supplier was first come to us. 

Question 10: And I have a question really want to ask, which the big supermarket, like 

Beijing Hualian and Wal-Mart, why do they not purchase direct from manufacturer, 

instead through intermediary agency, like you?  
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Answer: The large chains of supermarkets such as Wal-Mart, Carrefour, and Beijing 

Hualian and so on, they make national contract of joint purchasing for some best-sale or 

first-line brand products. That means supermarkets direct to make purchasing contract 

with manufacturer, and this contract cover all chain stores around nationwide, Some first-

line products avoid local purchasing; because if local exclusive distribution own too 

many first-line brands products and those resale rights; to supermarket, that situation is 

hard control and more compromise. So all large chains of supermarkets have bring first-

line products into national joint purchasing, and then receipt delivery service and after-

sale service by local distributor, who entrusted by the manufacturer. If the local 

distributor as exclusive distribution for any brand, delivery and after-sale service to large 

supermarket is obligation, but thin gross profit. The scale of local middle-size 

supermarket is not larger than former, also less purchasing capability. So they have only 

few parts of the products make national contract of joint purchasing, but more products 

make local contract of joint purchasing, that means they purchasing from local exclusive 

distributions, even although local purchasing price is high, they can get good services by 

local supplier, such as order follow up, unmarketable goods manage and deferred 

payment, etc. But for local exclusive distributions, their operating expenses are higher 

compare to the national joint purchasing; for instance, fee for sponsorship new opening 

supermarket, new products into, and display. Some local convenience store small-scale 

supermarkets, their purchasing quantity cannot reach the requirement of national joint 

purchasing contract, so the purchase by local distributor.   

Question 11: What do you think logistics and SCM; have you investment in SCM for you 

company?   

Answer: Yes, we have. For logistics, we invested in warehousing, delivery vehicles and 

staff; For SCM, we invested in rebate, research, contract cost investment. The core 

competitiveness of the exclusive distribution are reflects in how larger the range of sell 

network cover; how many sell networks they have, and to make both maximize. The 

products must be as quickly and accurately as possible to deliver all kinds of end- 

customers. All of those need good logistics activities to support. With the international 

supermarket have been into second city, the more the more open, the price more and 

more transparent, more and more low (the market price competition between the results), 

the local procurement goods in stores for gross margin is very low, market will demand 

more and more of the cost of the business outside the income (business accounts for more 

than 80% profit source mall), so in the supermarket agent fixed investment is growing 

every year, for in the cost, the agent will choose more goods into the store sales, often can 
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do some research work (high margin of goods is systematically, and went in for the mall) 

after raise the sales, will do a lot of special display (to spend money to buy); Display fees 

and expenses, comes into play is general by pay, but agents for factory maintain long-

term industry within the advantage of our stores, and shall put into research expenses, 

perfect after-sales service, agents and shopping malls are the interests of the community, 

each other's interests the gluttony, both parties in this game between, skating on thin ice. 

     

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 


